W+D Quality Services
Optimize your operations with our portfolio of
quality services

Maintain + Evolve
W+D Machine Audit
Your basis for planning preventive maintenance and repair measures
The W+D Machine Audit is a high-quality service
solution that will help you to optimize planning of
maintenance and repair measures. During the audit,
our W+D experts will inspect the most important
components of your W+D machine and prepare a

detailed report on its condition. You will then be able
to use this information to plan future investments.

Select the appropriate audit for your machine:

Mechanical W+D Machine Audit

Electrical W+D Machine Audit

/ A mechanical inspection will be performed on 		
your W+D machine

/ The electrical condition your W+D machine is in
will be checked

/ Documentation of the current mechanical
condition your W+D machine is in

/ The parameters of the drive component will be 		
checked

/ Identification of any possible modernization
measures, upgrades and TIPs

/ Identification of any possible modernization
measures, upgrades and TIPs

w-d.de

Custom-designed package of measures
The W+D Machine Audit begins with a detailed
preliminary discussion in which
/ the nature
/ scope
/ time frame
/ machines in question and any potential main focus
will be decided on together with you.

Note:
In order to perform the W+D Machine Audit, you have
to arrange for your machine operator or maintenance
expert to be available to provide support.

Scope of the W+D Machine Audit:

Your benefits as a customer:

/ analysis that includes proposals on potential
mechanical and electrical modernization measures
and upgrades
/ recommendations on alternative solutions to spare
parts that might no longer be available
/ a Machine Audit report that includes the measures
we have identified that will help you to minimize
downtime and increase the productivity of your
W+D machine

/ The audit report will provide you with a solid data
basis for your future investment plans.
/ You will gain insights into the potential for improving
the efficiency and performance of your W+D machine.
/ We will identify damage or defects to your W+D
machine at an early point in time so that you can
initiate preventive measures to avoid unnecessary
repairs, reduce unexpected downtime and thus
extend the service life of your machine

Your advantages at a glance:
/ Professional inspection by our qualified W+D service
experts
/ External, professional assessment of the current
condition of your W+D machine
/ Expansion of your operators’ and maintenance
experts’ machine expertise

No matter which version of the Machine Audits you
choose, our expert team at W+D will be happy to
advise you. Contact your W+D customer consultant
to learn more about our Machine Audits. We would
be happy to provide you with a customized offer.
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